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if you have ever used v-ray, to render or light your sketchup models, there are some benefits
you can get by using the newest version of the v-ray product line, such as: new shader features

and rendering optimization: whether you are a rendered visual effects specialist or just a
hobbyist, the latest features from the v-ray product line are always on the cutting edge of

revolutionary new shader design. you get an intelligent rendering engine that constantly tweaks
and improves your visual experience through features like intelligent attenuation for hbao+,

and expressive shaders for an improved lighting workflow. and the new rdna architecture
means that the next generation of your models will look more realistic and more beautiful than
ever. new rendering pipeline with full ray tracing: in addition to new shaders, the v-ray product

line has revolutionized the way that shadows, reflections, refractions, volumetric lighting,
caustics, and special effects are generated. this means that your renders will look more natural

and polished than ever. if you have used previous versions of v-ray, you will not regret the
upgrade, but if you are new to v-ray and want to experience it in all of it's glory, you will be glad

you upgraded. increased speed and performance: with new rendering architecture, new gpu-
friendly shaders, raytracing, and native multi-threading, the latest version of the product line is

able to render super-fast, with minimum latency, and maximum performance on current and
next-generation gpus. user-friendly features: new versions of v-ray feature a more user-friendly

interface, allowing you to import or export materials and access all the rendering features
without ever leaving sketchup. as well, you can now enjoy new ray tracer capabilities such as

shadow mapping, caustics, and lens flare. and don't forget, there are new dynamic features for
lights, cameras, and materials.
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